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 Adapting adjuvant treatment to N staging
Dr Fanny Le Du – Centre Eugène Marquis – Rennes

 When is N staging important? A surgeons opinion
Dr Manuela Roncella – Ospedale Santa Chiara – Pisa

 pN status after Z0011
Dr Vicente Peg – Hospital Universitari Vall d’Hebron - Barcelona

When is N staging important?



When is N staging important? - Synopsis

Controversies: 

 Is axillary status (pN) still necessary? And when?

Discussion: 

 Is axillary staging still useful from a clinical point of view?
 How can pathologists provide this information when only SLN(s) is/are 

analyzed?

Conclusions:

• 4

N staging is still a prognostic factor and serves for chemotherapy 
recommendation. Gene expression profile could overshadow it in a near future.»
Even if ALND is no longer recommended after a positive SLNB, there is a need to 
identify patients who benefit for more aggressive locoregional treatment.»
TTL classifies patients in high or low risk of recurrence and could be helpful in 
those cases when ALND is not performed after a positive SLNB.»



 Impact of OSNA® in patients with DCIS
Dr Luca Di Tommaso – Istituto Clinico Humanitas Rozzano – Milan

 Axillary staging in DCIS: indications and controversies in 2016
Dr Charlotte Ngô – Hôpital Européen Georges Pompidou– Paris

Axillary staging in DCIS



Axillary staging in DCIS- Synopsis

Controversies: 

 SLN biopsy and OSNA analysis in DCIS - what to do?

Discussion: 

 When is SLNB recommended in DCIS?
 Can OSNA be used for SLN analysis in DCIS?

Conclusions:

• 6

SLNB should be performed in DCIS when suspicion of misdiagnosis, total 
mastectomy, and large imaging mass.»

OSNA can safely be used for DCIS and should not lead to unnecessary ALND. »
Positive OSNA results might lead to extensive  pathological examination to detect 
occult invasive carcinoma.»



 Surgical decision in case of neoadjuvant setting
Prof Roman Rouzier – Institut Curie – Paris

 Do you copy me?? Nodal status after chemotherapy
Dr Mark Kissin– Royal Surrey County Hospital – Guildford

 CK19 expression in breast cancer tumours after neoadjuvant chemotherapy
Dr Begoña Vieites - Hospital Universitario Virgen del Rocío – Sevilla

 New approach to sentinel node detection in neoadjuvant setting: IMAGINE II
Dr Antonio Piñero-Madrona - HCU "Virgen de la Arrixaca“ - Murcia

Axillary staging in neoadjuvant setting



Axillary staging in neoadjuvant setting -
Synopsis
Controversies: 

 Is SLNB reliable after NACT? 

Discussion:

 How can SLNB after NACT be performed best in order to increase success 
rates?

 Is SLNB a reliable basis for decision making? Do we over-/ undertreat?

Conclusions:

• 8

To improve the FN rate of SLNB after NACT, dual tracer and excision of ≥ 2 
nodes recommended. Furthermore, new detection methods (Sentimag®) can be a 
solution (under investigation in IMAGINE II study). 

»

OSNA could be used after NACT as CK19 expression is preserved and could serve 
as target to evaluate presence of metastases in SLNs.»

We may need to reconsider definition of SLN; use of clips can be helpful to 
identify SLNs .»



 Novel irradiation procedures in Breast Cancer
Dr José Luis Lopez – Hospital Universitario Virgen del Rocío – Sevilla

 Surgical axillary management in case of positive sentinel lymph node
Dr Catherine Bouteille – Clinique Mutualiste – St. Etienne

 Dilemma for the Radiation Oncologist and the importance of the OPTIMAL 
study
Dr Manel Algara – Parc de Salut Mar – Barcelona

New challenge for radiotherapy



New challenge for radiotherapy - Synopsis

Controversies: 

 What are the indications for irradiation of lymph nodes?

Discussion: 

 Can irradiation replace axillary clearance ?
 Can OSNA be used to decide which patient can benefit of irradiation?

Conclusions:
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Lymphatic areas should be irradiated for patient  with ≥4 metastatic nodes.»
For patients with 2 or more metastatic SNs, ALND remains the standard. Recent 
trials (e.g. AMAROS) suggest that it could be replaced by irradiation.»
OSNA and OPTIMAL study might answer the question of irradiation for patient 
with low tumor burden.»



 A picture from the US
Dr Tracey Irvine – Royal Surrey County Hospital – Guildford



A picture from the US - Synopsis
Controversies: 

 Z0011 has been practice changing – although it has some issues

Discussion: 

 Is the US practice the same as our European practice?
 What are the US NCCN Guidelines?

Conclusions:

• 12

Not all US units US the axilla – many still go on clinical stage.»
Many units will give comprehensive radiotherapy if 1-3 nodes positive. This 
includes the axilla, IMC, SCF.»
Extra capsular extension predicts high NSLN positivity – can we get this data 
from TTL or the ‘scraps’»



 OSNA® evaluation of axillary nodes for invasive Lobular Breast Cancer 
Dr Peter Barry – Royal Marsden Hospital – London

 Lobular carcinoma’s pathological and molecular specificities: new insights
Dr Anne Vincent-Salomon – Institut Curie – Paris

 Metastatic patterns of invasive lobular carcinoma of the breast
Dr David Hardisson – Hospital Universitario La Paz – Madrid

Is Lobular Cancer different?



Is Lobular Cancer different? - Synopsis

Controversies: 

 What are the specific characteristics of LBC?

Discussion: 

 What are the consequences of this difference ?
 Can OSNA be used in lobular carcinomas?

Conclusions:
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LBC have histological, genetic, molecular specificities (ER+, low proliferation 
factor, E-cadherin inactivation, …) compared to DBC.»
Although SN positivity rate is lower, LBC tends to metastasise in more LNs but 
without clear impact on overall survival (specific  mutation patterns seems to 
have prognostic  impact).

»

TTL and OSNA can be helpful as SLN histological examination in LBC is 
challenging.»



 Gene Profiling in Early Breast Cancer
Dr Aleix Prat – Hospital Clínic de Barcelona – Barcelona

 Molecular profiling of primary tumor: which role in lymph node status?
Prof Anna Sapino – IRCCS – Candiolo

 Molecular profile and sentinel Total Tumoral Load
Dr Laia Bernet– Hospital Lluís Alcanyís – Xátiva

 Immunohistochemistry: the link between genetic profiling and the 
management of breast cancer
Dr Andrea Gianatti - Ospedale Papa Giovanni XXIII - Bergamo

Axillary staging in the era of gene profiling



Axillary staging in the era of gene profiling -
Synopsis
Controversies: 

 Is there enough evidence to show the benefit of routine use of gene profiling?

Discussion: 

 Which molecular signature for which patient? 
 Combination of molecular signature and N staging?

Conclusions:

• 16

Differences between the molecular subtype of primary tumour and N staging 
influence prognosis.»
Only ER, PR, HER2 and Ki67 are sufficient to classify the molecular subtypes in 
BC at the moment.»
Differences in the TTL cut-off were observed among the different molecular 
profiles. It could be interesting to consider a lower TTL cut-off for the more 
aggressive breast cancer subtypes.

»


